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Abstract
The problem of constructing and expanding the temporal knowledge base for the information-control system is considered. 
This knowledge base is formally represented by the Markov logic network. It is shown that the behavior of the control object of a 
given class can be reflected in the form of a set of weighted temporal rules. These rules are formed on the basis of identifying links 
between events that reflect known variants of the behavior of the control object. A method is proposed for calculating the weights 
of temporal rules in a Markov logic network for a given level of detail of the control object. The level of detail is determined by the 
context for executing the sequences of control actions and for weighted temporal rules is specified by selecting subsets of the event 
attributes. The method includes such basic phases: preparation of a subset of temporal rules for a given level of detail; finding the 
weights of the rules taking into account the a priori probabilities of the event traces. The method creates conditions for supporting 
management decisions in information management systems at various levels of detail of complex management objects. Decision 
support is provided by predicting the probability of success in executing a sequence of actions that implement the management 
function in the current situation. These probabilities are determined using the weights of the temporal rules.
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1. Introduction
Modern methods of automated construction of knowledge bases [1, 2] use information from 
databases, sites on the Internet, and logs that reflect the functioning of various systems and process-
es, to isolate sets of dependencies in the format of rules and templates [3].
In contrast to the traditional paradigm of building knowledge bases like “creating knowl-
edge by people – use of knowledge by people” [4], in this case the paradigm “automated creation 
of knowledge – use of knowledge in information systems” is realized. The key advantage of the 
paradigm of automated knowledge base construction is a significant reduction in the costs of al-
locating and integrating the required dependencies, which allows to continually add to the set of 
existing knowledge as we access new data [5, 6]. This advantage provides an opportunity to use the 
knowledge bases built by the automated method for a wide range of information systems – from 
information retrieval to information-control systems [7].
Currently used methods of automated knowledge base construction are focused primar-
ily on solving information search problems, including reference information [8]. Therefore, the 
knowledge representation used primarily uses static dependencies between the facts of the subject 
domain. Changes in the subject area (the emergence of new facts) are reflected by completing the 
knowledge base. The obtained dependencies can take into account the temporal attributes of the 
facts. However, due to the peculiarities of the tasks solved by such information systems, the inter-
pretation of temporal attributes by allocating temporal dependencies is not given enough attention.
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At the same time, when solving managerial tasks, the temporal dependencies between facts, 
events and actions in the subject area are used. Each event reflects a change in the truth of the facts 
that reflect the state of the control object. Changing the state of a control object is usually associated 
with executing control actions or changing the properties of these actions. Accordingly, temporal 
dependencies reflect the influence of control actions on the state of the control object, which allows 
to predict its further behavior and thereby provide support for management decisions. The accuracy 
of this forecast depends on the importance of the used temporal rules: the more significant the rule, 
the less likely it is to be violated. When constructing knowledge bases on the basis of the formalism 
of a Markov logic network, the importance of a rule is given through the value of its weight [9, 10].
Thus, the problem of building and expanding the knowledge base for an information man-
agement system using weighted temporal rules is topical.
2. Literature review and problem statement
The application of the knowledge base to support decision-making in the information man-
agement system requires consideration of the multivariance of the behavior of the control object. To 
describe such multivariance, a logical-probabilistic representation of knowledge based on Markov 
logic networks is used [11–13]. The logic component specifies the patterns of possible states and 
actions for the control object, as well as the links between these actions and states. Based on these 
patterns, knowledge of the domain is formed in the form of a set of weighted predicates. Weights 
of predicates are used in constructing a probabilistic description in accordance with the rules of 
the Markov logic network [14]. The probabilistic component makes it possible to identify the most 
acceptable variant of the change in the states of the control object [15].
When constructing the Markov logic network as the basis of the knowledge base of the 
information management system, it is necessary to take into account the eventual nature of the 
detected temporal dependencies. A general method for constructing a knowledge base using such 
dependencies is proposed in [16], and the approach to the formation of initial data in the form of a 
sequence of events is given in [17]. However, the issues of formation of weights of temporal rules 
taking into account the characteristics of the initial event description of the control object in this 
work have not been considered.
The existing methods for finding the weights of dependencies for a Markov logic network are 
based on the use of gradient descent. The criterion for completing the descent is to find such weights 
of the rules that make it possible to obtain the maximum correspondence between the calculated and 
a priori known probabilities of the appearance of sets of values of variables [18]. The main drawback 
of the known algorithms for finding weights is that they converge very slowly, the complexity of the 
computation grows exponentially in the general case with respect to the number of dependencies.
There are two groups of methods for finding weights: generative and discriminatory train-
ing. In the first case, weights are calculated for both the observed facts and for the derived rules [11]. 
In the second case, the weights of the deduced rules for given observable facts are determined [19], 
and to improve the efficiency of the output, auxiliary information is used, which allows optimizing 
the objective function [20].
Thus, the existing methods of searching for weights have considerable computational com-
plexity, which makes it difficult to use them in the construction and use of knowledge bases in 
real-time information management systems. To overcome this, it is advisable to use additional 
information, which makes it possible to reduce many possible solutions and, as a consequence, 
accelerate the convergence of gradient descent.
The aim of this article is development of a method for calculating the weights of temporal 
rules in a Markov logic network for constructing temporal knowledge bases in order to provide 
a continuous refinement of knowledge about objects and management processes in information 
management systems.
3. Method for calculating the weights of temporal rules
The method of calculating weights uses temporal rules, which determine knowledge of the 
possible and admissible behavior of the control object.
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The proposed rules link pairs of events. Each event is considered as a logical fact, corre-
sponding to the results of the action in certain conditions of the domain. As arguments for a predi-
cate formalizing a logical fact, the attributes of the event are used.
The temporal rules reflect the following properties of the sequences of events that are formed 
by the information management system and describe the state sequences of the control object:
– each event contains information about the action performed with the control object, as 
well as the context of the execution of this action; contextual information is represented by the 
attributes of the event;
– event attributes correspond to the attributes of artifacts included in the control object;
– each of the events associated with a single control object has the same fixed set of 
attributes;
– events are presented in discrete time; each event has a timestamp that reflects the moment 
of its appearance;
– events are ordered in time in accordance with a change in the behavior of the control object 
in the form of traces;
– there is a set of ordered sequences of events corresponding to different instances of each 
control object;
– set of sequences of events is a “sweep” of temporal knowledge of its behavior.
The proposed basic temporal rules are sequential rules that define pairs of process actions 
that execute one after another (directly or in the future). Since each action within the information 
management system is displayed as a separate event, the continuous action rule can be reduced to 
a continuous rule for a pair of events for one instance of the control object.
The rule of continuous following NextC  for a pair of events i, je  and i,ne  define as a tem-
poral relationship between two predicates i, jAf(e )  and i,nAf(e )  reflecting the logical facts of the 
occurrence of these events. Since each event i, je  is defined by a set ofK  attributes 
k
i, j{a },k 1,K,=  
the logical fact can be specified through attributes:
                                                    
k
i, j i, jAf(e ) Af({a }).=  (1)
Using the values of the event attributes to determine the validity of logical facts allows to 
generalize these facts, as well as the corresponding rules. A generalization is performed by select-
ing a subset of key attributes.
The rule NextC  is specified by the temporal logic operator X (NeXt), which determines the 
successive appearance of two events for one instance of the control object:
                                             Next i, j i,nC Af(e )XAf(e ).=  (2)
The domain of truth AfY  of predicates i, jAf(e )  and i,nAf(e )  on the set of all events { }i, jE e=  
is determined through the belonging of these events to any trace iπ describing the behavior of the 
instance of the control object.
This rule specifies a pair of events je  and ne  of trace iπ  between which no other events oc-
curred. Therefore, the truth area NextY  of this rule is defined for events je  and ne  with timestamps 
jτ  and n ,τ  between which there is no intermediate timestamp 
*τ  for another event *e .
Each trace reflects the execution of only one instance of the control object. Therefore, the 
same pairs of events can be repeated on several routes, for different instances of the same object. 
This allows to generalize the dependence (1) for all event traces of a single control object:
Next j nC Af(e )XAf(e ),=
{ }Af j n i j n iY e ,e E : e ,e ,= ∈ ∃π ∈π
                   { }* * * *Next j n i i j i j nY (e ,e ) : e e ,e , .= ∈π ∃π ∀ ≠ ∈π τ < τ ∨ τ ≥ τ  (3)
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The rule of following in the future for events on the track iπ  is given by the temporal logic 
operator F (Future). This operator determines the appearance of the event i,ne  after several inter-
mediate events after the event i, je .  The appearance of these events i, jAf(e )  and i,nAf(e )  is given 
by predicates and. The truth area FutureY  of this rule is defined for events je  and ne  from one trace, 
between which there is at least one intermediate event me :
Future j nC Af(e )FAf(e ),=
{ }Future j n i m i m j m n j m m nY (e ,e ) e ,e e ,e e : Af(e )XAf(e ) Af(e )XAf(e ) .= ∈π ∃ ∈π ≠ ≠ ∨       (4)
These rules reflect the preferences for processing the object in the temporal aspect. The 
indicated preferences are determined by:
– conditions for constructing a sequence of control actions;
– restrictions on the performance of actions.
The difference between constraints and conditions is that the constraints are satisfied for 
all instances of the control object. This allows a priori to set a large weight for the constraints and, 
thus, to exclude restrictions from further calculation.
The initial data for the method are: a set of sequences of events for the selected subset of in-
stances of the control object; a set of temporal rules containing knowledge of admissible sequences 
for pairs of events; a subset of key event attributes for generalizing rules.
The method for calculating the weights of temporal rules includes the following steps.
Step 1. Generalization of rules for pairs of identical events for different traces. The gener-
alization is performed in accordance with expression (1) based on the comparison of the complete 
set of event attributes. If both events from a pair have the same attribute values, then the rules are 
considered identical.
The result of the first step is a complete set of rules on a given set of events.
Step 2. Generalization of the rules for the types of artifacts (objects with which the actions 
are performed). At this step, the resulting complete set of rules is generalized using a subset of the 
event attributes represented in the input data. Attributes of events correspond to attributes of used 
artifacts. Therefore, to typify the rules, it is sufficient to select the target group of artifacts and 
generalize the rules that have the same attribute values for the selected group.
The aim of this step is ensuring the formation of rules for a given level of detail of the 
complex management object. This allows to build a hierarchy of rules to support the adoption of 
management decisions, taking into account key artifacts for each level.
Step 3. Elimination of restrictions for a given level of detail of temporal rules. As a rule, rules 
that are executed on all routes reflecting the behavior of this control object are considered. Obviously, 
the number of restrictions for a given set of rules largely depends on the level of detail of the rules: more 
general rules will be executed on more traces. Obtained restrictions are subject to unconditional imple-
mentation. Therefore, the weight¥ is given for them. According to the rule for calculating the probability 
of implementing a route for a Markov logic network, this weight provides a unit probability for any trace 
associated with the constraint [11]. This allows to exclude restrictions from further consideration and 
thereby reduce the complexity of the task of calculating the weights of temporal rules.
The result of this step is a set of rules for which weights will be calculated.
Step 4. Calculation of the probability of realizing the traces. The criterion for selecting the 
weight of each rule in a Markov net in the event of an event description of the control object is that 
the total weight of the rules for the path should correspond to the probability of this path as much 
as possible [16].
Therefore, at this step, an a priori set of probabilities is created to find the weights. The 
probability of implementing a trace iP( )π  is established traditionally, as the ratio of the number of 
identical traces iπ  to the total number of traces Π: 
{ }i
iP( ) .
π
π =
Π
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Step 5. Finding the weights of the obtained subset of temporal rules on the basis of gradient 
descent by the method presented in [20].
The result of this method is the set of pairs: (temporal rule, rule weight).
4. Experiments
The aim of the experiment is testing the possibility of constructing a hierarchy of weighted 
rules that segment knowledge of the behavior of the control object both over the hierarchy levels 
and the classification characteristics specified in the input data.
Let’s consider the generalization of rules for a set of sequences of events with functional 
control, which reflects the behavior of three instances of the control object. The initial data for 
calculating the weights are given in Table 1.
Table 1
The initial data of the method
Name Data
Traces 1,1 1,2 1,4 1,5e ,e ,e ,e ,  2,1 2,2 2,3 2,4 2,5
e ,e ,e ,e ,e ,
 31 3,2 3,6 3,5
e ,e ,e ,e
Rules for the trace 1
1,1 1,2Af(e )XAf(e ),  1,1 1,4
Af(e )FAf(e ),
 1,1 1,5
Af(e )FAf(e ),
 
1,2 1,5Af(e )FAf(e ),  1,2 1,4
Af(e )XAf(e ),
 1,4 1,5
Af(e )XAf(e )
Rules for the trace 2
2,1 2,2Af(e )XAf(e ),  2,1 2,3
Af(e )FAf(e ),
 2,1 2,5
Af(e )FAf(e ),
 2,2 2,5
Af(e )FAf(e ),
 
2,2 2,3Af(e )XAf(e ),  3,3 3,4
Af(e )XAf(e ),
 2,4 2,5
Af(e )XAf(e ),
 2,2 2,4
Af(e )FAf(e ),
 
2,3 2,5Af(e )XAf(e ).
Rules for the trace 3
3,1 3,2Af(e )XAf(e ),  3,1 3,5
Af(e )FAf(e ),
 3,2 3,5
Af(e )FAf(e ),
  
3,1 3,6Af(e )FAf(e ),  3,2 3,6
Af(e )XAf(e ),
 3,6 3,5
Af(e )XAf(e )
Event attributes 1ja departament,−  
2
ja activity,−  
3
ja name−
Detail attribute 1ja departament−
Detail attribute value “11” – for events 1,1 1,2 1,3 2,1 2,2 2,3 3,1 3,2e ,e ,e ,e ,e ,e ,e ,e
“15” – for events 1,4 1,5 2,4 2,5 3,6 3,5e ,e ,e ,e ,e ,e
In accordance with the input data, it is necessary to generalize the rules at two levels of 
detail: the lower level corresponds to the actions of individual employees, and the upper level cor-
responds to activities at the departmental level. Two departmental codes are used, each associated 
with events.
The method was performed twice: (1) without taking into account the detail attribute, to 
obtain the lower-level rules: (2) taking into account the detail attribute, to obtain rules at the de-
partmental level.
The probabilities of all these paths are 0.33.
The sets of weighted rules obtained as a result of the double execution of the method are 
shown in Table 2
Let’s note that weight rules are satisfied on all routes, they are restrictions and therefore they 
were not taken into account in step 5 of this method. Preliminary allocation of such restrictions 
allowed in this example from three routes to reduce by 20 % the number of calculated weights of 
rules at the performer level and by 25 % at the departmental level.
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Table 2
The results of the method
Name of level of rules Weighted rules
Department «11» 1 3(Af(e )FAf(e ),0.03)
Department «15» 4 5(Af(e )XAf(e ),8.5),  6 5(Af(e )XAf(e ),8.53)
Limitations of the department 
level 1 2
(Af(e )XAf(e ), )¥
Performers (baseline level)
1 4(Af(e )FAf(e ),0.9),  1 3(Af(e )FAf(e ),0.45),  1 6(Af(e )FAf(e ),0.47),  
2 4(Af(e )XAf(e ), 0.89),  4 5(Af(e )XAf(e ),0.11),  2 3(Af(e )XAf(e ),0.62),  
3 4(Af(e )XAf(e ),0.37),  4 5(Af(e )XAf(e ), 0.11),  2 4(Af(e )FAf(e ),0.15),  
3 5(Af(e )FAf(e ),0.2),  2 6(Af(e )XAf(e ),0.92),  6 5(Af(e )XAf(e ),0.5) .
Limitations of the initial level 1 2(Af(e )XAf(e ), ),¥  1 5(Af(e )FAf(e ), ),¥  2 5(Af(e )FAf(e ), )¥
Thus, the calculation of weights, taking into account the attributes of events, allows to ob-
tain a generalized representation of temporal knowledge with a grouping of dependencies by sep-
arating criteria.
5. Results and discussion
The result of the work is a method for determining the weights of temporal rules in a Markov 
logic network, oriented to an eventual description of a control object functioning in real time.
The resulting weights of the individual rules allow to determine the likelihood of the actions 
associated with these rules being fulfilled. The set of weighted rules makes it possible to calculate 
the probability of implementing sequences of actions that lead the control object to the target state. 
Using weighted rules allows to support the adoption of management decisions by selecting one of 
the several most likely sequences of actions for the current state of the control object.
The difference between the proposed methods consists in the generalization of the compo-
nents of the rule of logical facts by taking into account the values of the attributes of events. This 
generalization allows to combine events from different sequences, describing how the behavior of 
different instances of the same control object, and the behavior of similar objects. As a result let’s 
determine the weights of general rules that reflect the basic temporal patterns in behavior for a 
given class of control objects.
The advantage of the method is the ability to find the weights of generalized rules for dif-
ferent levels of detail of the control object based on the selection of subsets of event attributes. This 
allows to obtain a hierarchy of weighted rules and provide support for functional management 
using a hierarchical decision-making scheme.
The disadvantage of the method is that the resulting weights of the rules depend to a large 
extent on the quality of the input data, which is represented by a subset of the sequence of events 
characterizing known variants of the behavior of the control object.
The method can also be used to form a hierarchy of weighted rules describing the normal, 
abnormal and faulty behavior of programs in computer systems.
6. Conclusions
The problem of constructing and expanding the temporal knowledge base for an informa-
tion management system based on the use of weighted temporal rules is considered.
The expediency of finding the weights of temporal rules is justified by the fact that, accord-
ing to the properties of the Markov neural network, these weights determine the probability of the 
control actions prescribed by these rules.
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A method is proposed for calculating the weights of temporal rules in the Markov logic 
network, which includes the steps of preparing a set of temporal rules at a given level of detail, 
calculating the initial probabilities of the event traces, finding the weights of the rules.
The proposed method has the following differences from traditional approaches to find-
ing the weights of dependencies in the Markov logic network.
First, the level of detail of the set of rules for which weights are determined is taken 
into account. On the one hand, this allows to reduce the computational cost by reducing the 
total number of rules as a result of their generalization for a given level of presentation. On 
the other hand, generalized rules operate with a selected subset of key artifacts, which avoids 
unnecessary detail and thereby increases the effectiveness of support for management de- 
cision making.
Secondly, the method allows to exclude from consideration limitations for the selected 
level of detail, thereby reducing the dimensionality of the problem and reducing the computa-
tional cost of finding the weights of the rules.
In practical terms, the developed method creates conditions for improving the manage-
ment efficiency of complex objects and processes in non-standard situations by estimating the 
current state and determining the probabilities of feasible ways out of this state. The estima-
tion of the current non-standard state is carried out on the basis of the total probability of all 
possible ways out of this state. The choice of the best way to achieve the target state is carried 
out taking into account the obtained probability of realizing this path. The definition of the 
weights of the rules is a necessary condition for calculating the probabilities of ways out of the 
non-standard situation.
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